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Hmm... In my opinion, it is worth the price. (Must buy when being a sale.)
That is true it has just about 5-6 hours story, but great game and graphic compared to it is published in 2006.
Absolutely fully scripted game, but the shooting system and AI is good, the enemies throw back the grenade, take cover or
attacking us directly.
Lots of scene (eg. port, office, streets, storehouse, cave, jungle, ship) when you can fight. You can use bullet-time. It is very
spectacular. :)
I just recommend.
PS. Just a tip: Save often. :P. Just shooting. This software was simply detect and update all your software, keep updated .
RECOMMENDED !. Probably the only card game that I've seen that offers this type of gameplay, the only one that really
comes close to this is Plants vs Zombies Heroes, but even that's a huge stretch, not to mention for completely different
audiences of players.

Using a 3 lane system, you put down characters to swarm the other player, taking advantage of the game mechanics and card
synergies that come with any card game.

Though the game does have a throwaway story, one-dimensional characters, odd typos and other random nonsense that show a
lack of polish, the gameplay is more than enough to make up for that, and makes deck building quite fun as a result.

If you can also get past the fact that the game has gratuitious fanservice around one of the game mechanics, you can find a
diamond in the rough and get quite a few hours of fun from this game.

To those who complain about the microtransactions in the game, its barely noticible. There is exactly one button in the entire
game that leads to the shop, and I didn't know its existence until I actively sought it out. I've mostly played the game with the
cards that the campaign provides, and have yet to even spend any of the earned ingame currency to pull cards.

Another detail I would like to address is that there is no multiplayer in this game. I am personally fine with that as there is no
shortage of digital multiplayer card games. The current version of the game is quite relaxing to play as, taking time to decide
moves without having to wait for the other side to take their turn.

Overall, if you can ignore all the minor flaws, you can find many hours of fun along with a decent execise in deck building.. Can
I pay to get this off of my Games list?. really good game 10/10 yelp review yeet
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An awesome reverse tower defense game! I am thouroughly impressed with the mechanics and the atmosphere the game
provides for the player. Sure, the subject matter would probably have PETA breathing down their necks (or an equivilent like
the protesters in the game) but for me this game was wonderful entertainment! Just the right amount of challenge to really get
my brain going.. Game starts up in fullscreen, no video options on menu. Just start, continue, exit.

Edit : I've since come back and spent more time with the game. I'm going to say that it's worth the 2 or so dollars it is right now,
but i'm still not compelled to beat it.

Effectively the game is Knytt, but with some really janky combat and much...stickier controls.

The way the auto-wallrun / grab and ascend ledge was done feels incredibly stiff. In fact, just about everything in the game feel
stiff.

Like knytt, the game has no camera movement. You move from screen to screen, find rather unobvious keys and put them into
a door to open up more paths. There's an incredible amount of backtracking throughout all the areas i've been in, and all the
enemies seem to take random amounts of damage to kill. sometimes it's one kick, sometimes it's seven. I don't get how it works.

There's also this really annoying quirk, where if you're sliding down a wall and reach the bottom, he flings himself away from
the wall and down. There are quite a few spikes around to kill you for this, and it just seems like a control quirk designed to be
annoying.

On the whole i've seen 3 tilesets that all look very similar, maybe 2 similar floating enemies, 3 similar walking enemies, and
some timed instant death hazards.

And one 'boss'. It never attacked me, and took about 20 hits to kill. It opened up the next area, full of moving turrets that shoot
when you're in their line of sight.

The audio is real weak. The sound effects are, from what i can tell, all sfxr fare you've heard 1000 times before, and has no
personality. The music is modern synth, with pads and such doing a very
well, Knytt-like thing. None of it stands out to me, and on the whole it's pretty forgettable.

The visual design is cluttered. No one seems to have told the dev how important it is to clearly lable collidable surfaces versus
the background. Numerous foreground elements are colored with the exact same textures as walls you can interact with.
Grabbable ledges along the background are colored exactly like walkable platforms. Enemy bullets are red, even in rooms made
of red metal.

It's pretty disappointing overall, but hey, it's 2 bucks.

I'd recommend it, if you really, really like games like knytt i guess.. This not for the weak of heart. takes strategy tactics and
wits. a really nice War game.
. Bland, bland, bland. Feels like a student project pretending to be a retail game. Do not buy.. Ever want to disappoint your
parents? Just invite them over and play this in front of them.. Don't buy. The "companion" isn't even voice acted. Class is...
meh? It's sad and shows they've given up. I'll watch to see if they produce a much better DLC, but I'm not holding my breath..
Having played Weird Worlds: Return To Infinite Space and deeply enjoyed it, I was eager to pick up this title. So far, I have not
been disappointed, development seems to be headed to create a more up-to-date game with more features. Having stated that,
this game is in Early Access and not complete. There are bugs, imbalances. and missing content, but the developers are
providing regular releases.

Though I have not had the opportunity to play this title very much yet, I have high hopes for the future of this game. For those
who are uncomfortable purchasing a game prior to it being truly complete, I recommend purchasing Weird Worlds.. Amazingly
well done art style with a hilarous story and exceptionally well done details and an amazingly interesting cast of characters. The
amount of content for $10 is amazing. These developers should do more games. I love this game it's so charming.
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